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CTIVITY-DEPENDENT DEPRESSION OF MEDIAL PREFRONTAL
ORTEX INPUTS TO ACCUMBENS NEURONS BY THE

ASOLATERAL AMYGDALA
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bstract—The encoding of reward-predictive stimuli by neu-
ons in the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) depends on inte-
rated synaptic activity from the basolateral amygdala (BLA)
nd medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) afferent inputs. In a
revious study, we found that single electrical stimulation
ulses applied to the BLA facilitate mPFC-evoked spiking in
Acc neurons in a timing-dependent manner, presumably by
fast glutamatergic mechanism. In the present study, the

bility of repetitive BLA activation to modulate synaptic in-
uts to NAcc neurons through dopamine- or N-methyl-D-
spartate (NMDA)-dependent mechanisms is characterized.
Acc neurons receiving excitatory input from both mPFC and
LA were recorded in urethane-anesthetized rats. Train stim-
lation of the BLA depressed mPFC-evoked spiking in these
eurons. This was not attributable to mechanisms involving
MDA or dopamine D1, D2, D3 or D5 receptors, since block-
de of these receptors did not affect the BLA-mediated de-
ression. BLA-mediated depression was only evident when
he BLA stimulation evoked spikes in the recorded neuron;
hus, depolarization of the recorded neuron may be critical
or this effect. The ability of the BLA to suppress mPFC-to-
Acc signaling may be a mechanism by which normal or
athologically heightened emotional states disrupt goal-di-
ected behavior in favor of emotionally-driven responses.

2009 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: electrophysiology, in vivo, heterosynaptic, lim-
ic, reward, addiction.

he pursuit of natural rewards is essential to survival. The
ucleus accumbens (NAcc) and its direct innervation by

he medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and basolateral amyg-
ala (BLA) form a circuit that supports this ability by en-
oding information about reward-associated stimuli. In the
resence of conditioned cues, normally quiescent BLA
eurons exhibit phasic increases in firing rate (Pratt and
izumori, 1998; Schoenbaum et al., 1999), and the direct
xcitation of NAcc neurons by the BLA is essential for
Acc neurons to encode reward-predictive cues and for

Corresponding author. Tel: �1-412-624-7332; fax: �1-412-624-9198.
-mail addresses: graceaa@pitt.edu (A.A. Grace), vmcginty@aecom.
u.edu (V.B. McGinty).
bbreviations: AP, anterior–posterior; BLA, basolateral amygdala; DA,
N
opamine; DV, dorsal–ventral; ML, medial–lateral; mPFC, medial pre-
rontal cortex; NAcc, nucleus accumbens; NMDA, N-methyl-D-aspartate.

306-4522/09 $ - see front matter © 2009 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All right
oi:10.1016/j.neuroscience.2009.05.028
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hose conditioned cues to guide subsequent actions (Am-
roggi et al., 2008). Similarly, mPFC neurons, including
hose projecting to NAcc (McGinty and Grace, 2008), are
lso excited by conditioned stimuli (Jodo et al., 2000;
ilmartin and McEchron, 2005; Laviolette et al., 2005), and

he mPFC-to-NAcc projection is necessary for cue-related
Acc firing and cued reward seeking behavior (Ishikawa et
l., 2008). These findings suggest that NAcc neurons en-
ode cues and influence behavior only if they receive
ufficient synaptic activity from BLA and mPFC afferent

nputs. In this way, the physiological interaction of BLA and
PFC synaptic activity in single NAcc neurons may be a

ritical mechanism that supports reward-directed actions.
We have shown previously that activation of BLA and

PFC mutually facilitates spiking in the NAcc neurons on
hich those inputs converge, and that this facilitation likely

elies on fast synaptic glutamatergic transmission (McGinty
nd Grace, 2009). However, other neurotransmitter sys-
ems can also be recruited by activation of BLA-to-NAcc
fferents. Although the BLA projection to the NAcc is gluta-
atergic, high frequency BLA stimulation has been reported

o increase extracellular dopamine (DA) in the NAcc, and
nduce N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)- and DA D1-depen-
ent plasticity of BLA inputs (Floresco et al., 1998, 2001b).
A modulates corticostriatal transmission through both D1-

ike and D2-like receptors (West and Grace, 2002; Goto and
race, 2005). Thus, BLA activation could potentially modu-

ate mPFC inputs onto NAcc neurons through both NMDA-
nd DA-dependent mechanisms, in addition to the facilita-

ory, presumably glutamatergic interactions described previ-
usly (McGinty and Grace, 2009).

This model was examined by recording from NAcc
eurons receiving both BLA and mPFC input, and observ-

ng the effects of high frequency BLA stimulation on
PFC-evoked spiking. The evoked responses were de-
ressed both during and after BLA activation. Interestingly,
hile the post-activation depression of mPFC inputs was
ependent on DA D1-like receptors, the depression ob-
erved during BLA activation was unchanged by DA re-
eptor or NMDA channel blockade.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ubjects and surgery

ll studies were carried out in accordance with the Institutional
nimal Care and Use Committee at the University of Pittsburgh,
nd the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals pub-

ished by the United States Public Health Service. A total of 80

Acc neurons were recorded from male Sprague–Dawley rats

s reserved.

mailto:graceaa@pitt.edu
mailto:vmcginty@aecom.yu.edu
mailto:vmcginty@aecom.yu.edu
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ith an average weight of 310 g (range 270–360 g). The rats were
nesthetized with a single injection of urethane (1.4–1.5 g/kg in
istilled water); this provided stable anesthesia for the duration of

he experiment, which did not exceed 8 h. Surgery was initiated
hen the rat no longer displayed a reflexive withdrawal in re-
ponse to a foot pinch (20–60 min after injection). For experi-
ents in which antagonist drugs were delivered, the rats were first

mplanted with a femoral vein catheter. The rats were placed in a
tereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA,
SA), and the skull was exposed and cleaned. Burr holes were
rilled in the skull overlying the electrode targets, and the overly-

ng dura was carefully resected. The coordinates of the target
egions are given relative to the bregma suture: AP for anterior–
osterior distance; ML for medial–lateral; DV for dorsal–ventral.
he target regions were all within the right hemisphere.

Stimulating electrodes were lowered into the BLA (AP �3.6, ML
.8, DV �9.0) and the mPFC (AP �3.0, ML 0.8, DV �5.5). The
lectrodes consisted of Plastics One (Roanoke, VA, USA) model
232G-MS303/2 bipolar electrodes with 0.8 mm of wire exposed at

he tip of each pole. The two poles of the BLA electrode were
riented in the same sagittal plane, and the two poles of the mPFC
lectrode were in approximately the same coronal plane. The
tereotaxic coordinates and stimulating electrode locations all
efer to the negative pole. A recording electrode was lowered to
he dorsal border of the NAcc, near the border of the shell and
ore subregions (AP � 1.2, ML 0.8–1.0, DV �6.0). The recording
lectrodes were pulled from 2 mm outside diameter, filamented
orosilicate glass (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL,
SA). The tips were broken back under microscopic control to
chieve an impedance of 8–12 M� as measured in situ through
he amplifier (Fintronics model WDR-420, Orange, CT, USA), and
lled with 2 M NaCl with Pontamine Sky Blue dye.

ig. 1. Example of evoked action potentials (spikes) in a recorded ne
how the action potentials (small arrows) recorded from a single neuro
r the BLA (right, five traces). The empty arrowheads indicate the sti
ections show the locations of 76/80 recorded cells in the NAcc. Most
n the core (co). (C) The BLA stimulating electrode tips were placed
mygdala. Placements in BM were acceptable because the exposed l
timulating electrode tips were placed in the deep layers of infralimbic

lacements in dorsal IL. For clarity, only 20 representative placements are sho
m. DP: dorsal peduncular cortex.
lectrophysiological recordings and neuron
election

ignals from neurons in the NAcc were amplified and band pass
ltered at 200–4000 Hz. The amplified signals were passed to an
scilloscope and speaker for real-time monitoring, as well as to a
ata acquisition board and PC (Microstar Laboratories, Bellevue,
A, USA) for storage and analysis. Off-line analysis was per-

ormed using custom software (Neuroscope, Brian Lowry) and
cripts for the R programming environment (R Development Core
eam, 2005). Electrical stimulation pulses were delivered through

he Master 8 Stimulator (AMPI, Jerusalem, Israel) and stimulus
solation units.

The neurons of interest were those NAcc neurons that were
xcited by stimulation of both ipsilateral mPFC and ipsilateral
LA, indicating converging excitatory inputs from both afferent
tructures (McGinty and Grace, 2009). These neurons were
solated by slowly advancing the recording electrode through
he NAcc while single electrical stimulation pulses were deliv-
red to the mPFC and BLA at an overall rate of 0.5 Hz. NAcc
eurons (typically not spontaneously active) were identified by
he presence of action potentials following the stimulation
ulses (see Fig. 1). In this experiment, NAcc neurons were
onsidered suitable for recording if they met two criteria: they
roduced at least a 50% evoked spike ratio to 400 �A stimu-

ation of the BLA and 500 �A stimulation of the mPFC; and the
voked spike latency was 20 ms or less, consistent with mono-
ynaptic, orthodromic transmission (McGinty and Grace, 2009).
eurons with sustained spontaneous firing �3 Hz (Wilson et
l., 1990) or that produced more than two spikes in response to
single stimulation pulse (Mallet et al., 2005) were considered

o be putative interneurons, and were not analyzed.

the locations of recorded cells and stimulating electrodes. (A) Traces
potentials were evoked by stimulation of the mPFC (left, five traces)

artifacts, which have been cropped for clarity. (B) Two coronal atlas
were recorded in the shell (sh), and a smaller number were recorded
asolateral (BL), lateral (LaV) and basomedial (BM) subnuclei of the
ded 0.8 mm dorsal of the tip, into the BL subnucleus. (D) The mPFC
L), with the exposed lead extending into the prelimbic cortex (PL) for
uron and
n. Action

mulation
neurons
in the b

ead exten
cortex (I
wn each in C and D. The numbers indicate stereotaxic coordinates in
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LA train stimulation and drug administration

nce a suitable neuron was found, the effect of BLA train stimu-
ation on the mPFC-evoked spike probability was tested. MPFC
timulation current was adjusted to produce a 40%–60% evoked
pike probability when delivered alone; thus, the currents used
ere different for each neuron. The mPFC was first stimulated for
0 trials at a rate of 0.3 Hz (baseline, 2.2 min). Then, as the mPFC
timulation continued, BLA train stimulation was introduced for 80
rials (4.4 min); in these trials, a single BLA stimulus train (five
ulses at 20 Hz) was delivered 2.8 s before the mPFC stimulation
ulse. This interval was determined by the overall trial rate of 0.3
z (3.3 s interval), and the 0.5 s gap between the mPFC pulse at

he end of one trial, and the beginning of the BLA train in the next
rial. After these 80 trials, mPFC stimulation continued for as long
s the recording exhibited a stable signal-to-noise ratio, low back-
round noise, and consistent action potential shape. Because
ome recordings became unstable before sufficient post-train re-
ponses could be observed, fewer post-train neurons are reported
ompared to the number reported during BLA trains. Up to two
eurons were tested in this way in each rat; the results did not
iffer between those neurons recorded first and those recorded
econd (not shown).

In most experiments, the BLA stimulation current was ad-
usted to threshold intensities, such that the five-pulse BLA stim-
lation train evoked spikes at about a �50% spike probability
mean current 330 �A). To test the role of BLA-evoked spiking, in
few experiments (n�7) the BLA current was reduced to produce
near 0% spike probability for the first 40 train stimulation trials

subthreshold, mean 200 �A), and then increased to produce a
0% spike probability in the next 40 train stimulation trials
threshold, mean 320 �A). In 18 additional neurons for which
ata are not shown, only subthreshold BLA current was applied
mean 170 �A).

The effects of BLA train stimulation were tested after systemic
njection of the DA D1/D5 antagonist SCH23390, the DA D2/D3
ntagonists eticlopride or raclopride, or the NMDA channel
locker MK-801. All drugs (acquired from Sigma, St. Louis, MO,
SA) were dissolved in sterile 0.9% saline. The drug doses were

in mg/kg i.v.): SCH23390 0.5, eticlopride 0.2, raclopride 0.1,
K-801 0.05 or 0.1. These doses have been shown previously to
ave potent activity at the target receptors and to be effective in
elevant behavioral tasks (Caine and Koob, 1994; Nicola et al.,
000; Floresco et al., 2001b; Cervo et al., 2003; Biondo et al.,
005).

The drugs were injected into the femoral vein 5–15 min prior
o testing the effects of BLA train stimulation. In these experi-
ents, only a single injection was administered and only one
euron was recorded per rat, with the following exceptions: in
even rats (one SCH23390, six MK-801), the drug was adminis-
ered, and the BLA train effects were tested on one neuron; then,
t least 2 h later, a second dose of the same drug was given and
he BLA train effects were tested in a second neuron. In three rats
all SCH23390), two neurons were tested within 2 h of the same
njection. These 10 neurons recorded after a second injection or
fter a delay did not have different responses from the majority of
eurons that were recorded immediately after the first injection
not shown). Furthermore, the D1 antagonist effects of SCH23390
ere sustained well beyond 2 hours after systemic administration

Schulz et al., 1985; McQuade et al., 1988; Canini and Bourdon,
998; O’Neill and Shaw, 1999).

nalysis and histology

he mPFC-evoked spike probability was measured before, during
nd after BLA train stimulation, as was the BLA-evoked spike
robability during the train. The responses were grouped into bins
f 10 trials each and the spike probabilities (spikes/100 stimuli,

xpressed as a percentage) were compared across stimulation b
onditions. The differences between treatment conditions were
ssessed with paired t-tests (within neuron) with Holm’s modified
onferroni correction for multiple comparisons. All mean values
re expressed as “mean�standard error of the mean”; all error
ars on graphs show the standard error of the mean. Unless
therwise stated, all P-values described in the text refer to the
esults of within-neuron paired t-tests, corrected for multiple com-
arisons if appropriate.

At the end of the experiment, the stimulating electrodes were
arked by passing 100 �A of current for 10 s. The final position of

he recording electrode was marked by iontophoretic ejection of
ontamine Sky Blue dye (�20 �A for 60 min). The rats were
ecapitated, and their brains were fixed in 8% paraformaldehyde
ith 1% potassium ferricyanide. After 48 h, they were transferred

o a cryoprotectant solution of 25% sucrose. The brains were
liced on a freezing microtome and mounted onto slides for sub-
equent Nissl staining using standard histological procedures.
he location of the recording and stimulating electrodes was
etermined using the atlases of Paxinos and Watson (1998,
005). Neurons were recorded in both the shell and core subre-
ions of the NAcc. For analysis purposes, only neurons that could
e clearly identified to lie within the core or shell were assigned to
subregion; if the actual or reconstructed location of a neuron was
ithin 0.1 mm of the core/shell border, it was not assigned to
ither subregion.

RESULTS

total of 80 NAcc neurons that were excited by stimulation
f both the mPFC and BLA were recorded (Fig. 1A). The
eurons were located in the medial shell or in the medial
ore near the shell border (Fig. 1B). Because medium
piny neurons compose approximately 95% of striatal neu-
ons (Kemp and Powell, 1971; Jiang and North, 1991) and
ecause putative interneurons were not tested, almost
ll of the neurons recorded in this study were likely to be

he medium spiny subtype. The stimulating electrode
ips were placed in the basolateral, lateral and basome-
ial subnuclei of the ipsilateral BLA (Fig. 1C) and in the
eep layers of the infralimbic subregion of the ipsilateral
PFC (Fig. 1D).

LA train stimulation depressed mPFC-evoked
piking

he probability of mPFC stimulation evoking spike firing in
Acc neurons was measured before, during and after train
timulation of the BLA (Fig. 2A). In seven neurons from
our rats, BLA stimulation was tested at both subthreshold
evoking no spikes) and threshold current amplitudes
evoking a �50% response; Fig. 2B, C). Subthreshold BLA
rains did not change mPFC-evoked spike probability (de-
rease of 2.1%�3.6%); in contrast, mPFC-evoked spike
robability was decreased during threshold BLA trains by
9.2%�4.7% compared to the probability before trains,
nd by 17.0%�3.7% compared to the probability during
ubthreshold train stimulation (P�0.008 for both compar-

sons; Fig. 2C).
Nine additional neurons were tested with only thresh-

ld BLA stimulation (five rats); since the responses were
imilar, these data were combined with the seven neurons
escribed above. In these 16 neurons, threshold BLA train
timulation decreased the mPFC-evoked spike probability

y 19.9%�3.6% (P�0.0004; Fig. 3A, B). In a subset of
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eurons with stable post-train recording conditions (n�9/
6), evoked spiking was recorded for 350 trials after the
nd of BLA trains. In these neurons the mPFC-evoked
pike probability remained depressed by 17.0%�5.1% af-
er BLA stimulation (P�0.022; Fig. 3C). Although threshold
timulation of the BLA appeared to be necessary to de-
rease mPFC-evoked spiking, there was no correlation
etween the number of spikes evoked by the BLA stimuli
nd the resulting decrease in mPFC-evoked spike proba-
ility (not shown; r�0.06, P�0.83 for entire BLA train;
�0.02, P�0.94 for the first BLA stimulus). Train stimula-

ig. 2. (A) Raster showing mPFC- and BLA-evoked spikes in a singl
voked spikes during one trial. The black dots are spikes; the gray lin
tippled lines show BLA stimulation pulses. The mPFC was stimulated
efore mPFC stimulation (trials 41–80) had no effect on the mPFC-evo
verage BLA-evoked response) reduced mPFC-evoked spiking. (B)
hreshold BLA train stimulation. This time series shows the mPFC-evok
“sub”, 1–40), and threshold (thresh, 41–80) BLA train stimulation. The
how the mean and SEM for trials �40 to 0. (C) MPFC-evoked firing
ymbol indicates significant difference from “Pre” (trials �40 to 0) and

ig. 3. In 16 neurons, mPFC-evoked spike probability was depressed
pike probability before BLA stimulation (�40 to 0), during threshold B
he gray area shows the SEM, and the black horizontal lines show the
hown in Fig. 2; to integrate that data into this figure, the 40 trials of sub
pike probability not only decreased during threshold BLA stimulation

n the 9/16 neurons for which data were available (C). The *** and * symbols in
ignificant difference (ns) between spike probability during and after trains.
ion had no effect on the latency of mPFC-evoked spikes
not shown).

Among these 16 neurons, eight were definitively local-
zed to the NAcc shell, and four were localized to the core.
LA train stimulation significantly decreased mPFC-evoked
pike probability in both groups of neurons (shell: �21.6%�
.9%, P�0.004; core: �13.4%�2.2%, P�0.001).

To confirm that only threshold intensity BLA stimulation
ecreases mPFC-evoked firing, 18 additional neurons (12
ats) were tested using only subthreshold BLA trains. The
PFC-evoked spike probability was unchanged during

euron recorded over 140 trials. Each row shows the stimulation and
indicates the mPFC stimulation time in each trial; the black and gray
er trials 1–40. Subthreshold train stimulation of BLA applied 2833 ms
probability; however threshold BLA stimulation (trials 81–120, �50%

NAcc neurons, mPFC-evoked spike probability was reduced during
ratio before BLA stimulation (trials �40 to 0), and during subthreshold
aded area shows the SEM of the response. The black horizontal lines
ed only during threshold BLA train stimulation (trials 41–80). The **
ials 1–40).

d after threshold BLA trains. (A) This time series shows mPFC-evoked
(“BLA stim (thresh),” 1–80), and up to 350 trials post-BLA stimulation.
d SEM over trials �40 to 0. This sample includes the seven neurons
train stimulation were omitted from the time series. (B) mPFC-evoked

80), but remained depressed after BLA trains ended (trials 100–430)
e NAcc n
e at t�0
alone ov
ked spike
In seven
ed spike
gray sh
during an
LA trains

mean an
threshold
(trials 0–
dicate significant difference from “Pre” (trials �40 to 0). There was no
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rain stimulation in these neurons (not shown; increase of
.3%�3.7%, P�0.94), and was unchanged within 100 trials

ollowing the end of the trains (�3.8%�5.1%, n�16/18,
�0.47). In addition, there was no relationship between the
mplitude of the BLA stimulation current and the change in
PFC-evoked spike probability during trains (not shown;

�0.14, P�0.58).

A or NMDA blockade did not attenuate BLA train
ffects

o assess the roles of DA and NMDA receptors in the BLA-
ediated depression of mPFC-evoked spiking, the effects of
LA train stimulation were measured in the presence of
ntagonists for DA D1-like receptors (SCH23390), DA D2-

ike receptors (eticlopride or raclopride), or an NMDA chan-
el blocker (MK-801) (Fig. 4). Typically, only one injection
as performed and only one cell recorded per rat (see
xperimental Procedures). In 14/14 neurons recorded af-

er systemic injection of MK-801, BLA train stimulation
ecreased mPFC-evoked spike probability 17.1%�6.3%
P�0.017) during the train (Fig. 4A). Of these 14 neurons,
ine were recorded for 350 trials following BLA trains.
lthough the spike probability both during and after train
timulation appeared to be less than the pre-train baseline
n these nine neurons, the differences did not reach sta-
istical significance (during P�0.1, after P�0.07; Fig. 4A).
n 17/17 neurons recorded after injection of SCH23390,
PFC-evoked spike probability decreased during train

timulation by 17.6%�5.5% (P�0.006; Fig. 4B). Unlike the
ther antagonist drugs tested, SCH23390 treatment atten-
ated the post-train spike probability depression; post-train
piking was only 6.0%�5.4% less than pre-train re-
ponses (n�11/17, P�0.30) and was 22.7%�4.7%
reater than spiking during the train (n�11/17, P�0.002;
ig. 4B). Finally, in 15/15 neurons recorded after injection
f either eticlopride or raclopride (the data are similar and

ig. 4. The effects of BLA train stimulation were not reversed by NMD
rom all neurons tested; the right three bars in each group show da
bserved. In neurons recorded after systemic injection of MK-801 (A, n
pike probability was reduced during threshold BLA trains (left bars). I
epressed, but this group of nine neurons also exhibited no significan
aclopride (C, n�11/15), post-train spike probability was significantly less
n contrast, SCH23390 (B, n�11/17) attenuated the post-train depression
ach set of bars, or between “During” and “After” as indicated. The “ns”
re pooled), mPFC-evoked spike probability was reduced o
oth during (�17.1%�6.3%, P�0.006) and after BLA train
timulation (�13.5%�6.5%, n�11/15, P�0.024; Fig. 4C).

In a subset of neurons, the mPFC-evoked spike prob-
bility (with no BLA stimulation) was measured during
dministration of DA- or NMDA-receptor blocking drugs.
onsistent with previous observations (West and Grace,
002), injection of SCH23390 reduced the mPFC-evoked
pike probability by 26.4%�6.5% (not shown, n�8,
�0.003, paired t-test). However, as noted above, this
ecrease did not occlude spike probability depression dur-

ng BLA train stimulation. Neither MK-801 (n�8) nor the
A D2 antagonist drugs (n�13) altered mPFC-evoked
ring (not shown). The effects of antagonist drugs were
imilar in NAcc core and shell neurons (not shown).

DISCUSSION

he integration of BLA and mPFC synaptic inputs onto
ingle NAcc neurons may be a critical mechanism by
hich the NAcc supports reward-directed actions. We
ave previously shown that single-pulse stimulation of BLA
nd mPFC afferent inputs mutually facilitates the firing of
Acc neurons (McGinty and Grace, 2009). In the present
tudy, repetitive activation of the BLA was found to de-
ress mPFC-to-NAcc input, representing a second mech-
nism of input integration at the single cell level. In neurons
eceiving excitatory input from both mPFC and BLA, the
robability of evoking a spike by mPFC stimulation was
educed when the BLA was repetitively stimulated at 20
z; this reduction persisted for more than 300 trials (15
in) after the BLA train stimulation ended. BLA stimulation
as only effective when the BLA current was sufficient to
voke spikes (�50% probability) in the NAcc neuron being
ecorded. Subthreshold BLA stimulation had no effect on
PFC-evoked responses on average, and there was no

elationship between the subthreshold current amplitude
nd the change in mPFC-evoked firing. Thus, the effects

l or DA receptor blockade. The left two bars in each group show data
he subset of neurons for which sufficient post-train responses were
H23390 (B, n�17), or eticlopride/raclopride (C, n�15), mPFC-evoked
sence of MK-801 (A, n�9/14), post-train spiking was not significantly
ion during the train (right bars). In neurons recorded with eticlopride or
-train responses and did not differ from spike probability during the train.
nd * symbols indicate significant difference from “Before BLA stim” within
dicates no significant difference.
A channe
ta from t
�14), SC
n the pre
t depress
than pre

. The ** a
f high frequency BLA stimulation appear to depend on
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LA-evoked spiking activity in the recorded neuron,
ather than the absolute intensity of BLA stimulation.

echanisms for amygdala-mediated response
epression

LA train stimulation was predicted to activate NMDA and
A receptors (Floresco et al., 2001a,b), which we pro-
osed could contribute to the robust depression of mPFC

nputs during BLA trains. However this inhibitory action
as not reversed by the NMDA channel blocker MK-801,

he DA D1/D5 receptor antagonist SCH23390, or the
2/D3 antagonists eticlopride and raclopride. Although

hese DA antagonist drugs have low affinity for DA D4
eceptors (Tang et al., 1994; Vallone et al., 2000), D4
eceptors may not be the primary subtype that mediates
he effects of NAcc DA: they are relatively sparse in the rat
Acc (Tarazi et al., 1997, 1998), and selective block of
Acc D4 receptors does not reduce the reinforcing effects
f cocaine (Bari and Pierce, 2005; Anderson et al., 2006).

BLA stimulation was only effective when it evoked
pikes in the recorded neuron, which is strong evidence
hat sufficient post-synaptic depolarization is necessary for
epression of evoked spiking. Because BLA stimulation

ncreases glutamate concentrations outside of the synapse
Jackson and Moghaddam, 2001), volume transmission to
lements other than the recorded neuron (e.g. presynaptic
erminals of mPFC-to-NAcc inputs, nearby inhibitory inter-
eurons) could also contribute to the activity-dependent
epression. One consequence of repetitive BLA-evoked
piking may be increased calcium concentration within the
ecorded neuron (Kerr and Plenz, 2002; Wolf et al., 2005).
his supports a potential mechanism in which calcium

nflux could reduce synaptic excitability through calcium-
ctivated second messengers. Activity-dependent depres-
ion may also be mediated by the activation of depolariza-
ion-dependent potassium conductances (Surmeier et al.,
989; Nisenbaum et al., 1994; Mahon et al., 2000) that
ould increase membrane conductance, reduce excitability
nd attenuate spiking evoked by mPFC afferent synaptic
ctivation (but see Mahon et al. (2000)). Although in vitro
ecordings have demonstrated response depression dur-
ng afferent train stimulation (Pennartz and Lopes da Silva,
994; Lape and Dani, 2004), these effects are likely me-
iated by homosynaptic vesicle depletion in the stimulated

nputs (Lape and Dani, 2004). Intracellular recording will be
ecessary to determine whether intracellular calcium or
ctive conductances contribute to the activity-dependent
epression of mPFC inputs.

Interestingly, whereas BLA-evoked spiking in the re-
orded neuron was necessary for the depression of mPFC
nputs, the amount of spiking elicited by the BLA trains did
ot predict the magnitude of the depression. Thus, an
ctivity-dependent mechanism may be necessary to initi-
te input depression, while other mechanisms may deter-
ine its magnitude. Apart from DA, the NAcc is innervated
y local and exogenous peptides, local interneurons and
ther neuromodulatory inputs that could be recruited dur-

ng BLA stimulation (Delfs et al., 1998; Meredith, 1999;

epper and Bolam, 2004). i
PFC input interactions with DA

igh frequency stimulation of afferents to the NAcc (includ-
ng BLA) can increase extracellular DA (Floresco et al.,
998; Jackson and Moghaddam, 2001; Howland et al.,
002) and induce DA- and NMDA-dependent synaptic
lasticity in the NAcc (Floresco et al., 2001a). Therefore,
LA-mediated depression of mPFC inputs could also be
ediated by these receptor systems. However, systemic
lockade of DA or NMDA receptors did not attenuate these
ffects. Interestingly, blockade of D1-like receptors with
CH23390 did attenuate the response depression ob-
erved in the minutes after train stimulation ended. This is
onsistent with previous studies of the hippocampus-to-
Acc pathway, where a DA D1-dependent depression of
LA inputs was measured minutes after 20 Hz hippocam-
al train stimulation (Floresco et al., 2001b). Thus, our
esults suggest that the afferent input arising from the BLA
ay also mediate a long-duration, DA D1-mediated de-
ression of NAcc responses, and that this may represent a
ommon consequence of intense afferent activation in this
egion. While no effect of NMDA channel block on post-
rain depression was observed, those data may lack suffi-
ient statistical power due to the variability in the response.

Several studies have reported that both DA D1 and D2
eceptors modulate cortically evoked responses in the
Acc and striatum (West and Grace, 2002; Goto and
race, 2005); however, only D1 receptor blockade was

ound to alter the evoked responses. This discrepancy may
e due to the different ways in which evoked responses
ere measured or the different locations of the recorded

esponses: subthreshold EPSPs in dorsal striatum (West
nd Grace, 2002) and field potentials in NAcc core (Goto
nd Grace, 2005) compared to extracellular spike activity

n NAcc shell and core in the current study. Brady and
’Donnell (2004) found that D2 receptor antagonists facil-

tated mPFC-evoked EPSPs in NAcc core and shell neu-
ons, but only relative to responses evoked during the
p-state, and only when NAcc DA was increased by ven-
ral tegmental area stimulation. They reported no effect of
2 antagonists on responses evoked by mPFC stimulation
lone (their Fig. 7C, 7D). Thus, the effects of D2 antago-
ists may depend on the method of measuring cortically
voked responses, the specific recording site, and the
mount of synaptically released DA.

mplications for normal and pathological accumbens
unction

n light of our previous study in this circuit (McGinty and
race, 2009), the current findings suggest that the BLA

an facilitate or depress the mPFC drive of the NAcc
epending on the timing and intensity of BLA afferent
ctivity. This dual-nature interaction between the BLA and
PFC inputs has implications for the transition from
ealthy cognitive function to pathological mental states.
he NAcc has been posited as a structure in which emo-

ional and goal-related motor information directly interface:
he NAcc integrates signals from the BLA, mPFC and other

nputs, activating an appropriate motor plan (Nicola, 2007).
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e have proposed that in healthy individuals, no single
fferent system dominates NAcc activity, and behavior
eflects the balanced influences of affective, goal-oriented,
nd contextual constraints (Grace, 2000). In several psy-
hiatric disorders, the amygdala is persistently active or
yper-excitable. In individuals with schizophrenia, amyg-
ala activation is greater than in healthy subjects in re-
ponse to both neutral and fearful faces (Hall et al., 2008),
nd similar high levels of amygdala activation occur in both
ddicted individuals (Kilts et al., 2001) and sufferers of
osttraumatic stress (Shin et al., 2005). The hyper-respon-
ivity of the amygdala in these disorders may lead to an
nusually elevated BLA drive of the NAcc and thus a
ecreased responsivity of NAcc neurons to prefrontal cor-
ical input. Unbalanced BLA/mPFC afferent interactions in
he NAcc may lead to impaired motivation and cognitive
unction, as prefrontal signals relating to learned safety
Milad and Quirk, 2002) or non-drug goals (Kaufman et al.,
003) become less effective in driving NAcc neurons and
uiding behavior. Such a reduction in corticostriatal
hroughput could be a particularly devastating insult in
chizophrenia or drug addiction, where the capability of
refrontal cortex itself is diminished during the course of
he disease (Lewis et al., 2001; Kalivas and Volkow, 2005).
lthough the mechanism underlying the amygdala-medi-
ted depression of cortical inputs is unknown, this phe-
omenon has the potential to be a novel target for phar-
acological intervention in the treatment of these disor-
ers.
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